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My favorite (and underrated) lunch spot
by SARA PLATNICK

During most free periods,
seniors (and some rule-breaking
juniors and sophomores--yes, we
know you do it, and, no, it is not
OK) typically flock to the Peninsula Center mall, where students
can get $5 coffee or smoothies,
cheap (and in my opinion, disgusting) Taco Bell, or a $14 meal from
Chicken Maison.
One lunch spot that I find to
be highly underutilized, however,
is Whole Foods. The reason for that
is likely because of the archetype of
Whole Foods: the expensive health
food store where everybody wears
overpriced workout clothes and
only eats organic food. And yes,
the stereotype is true to an extent.
But there is another side to

Whole Foods, one that I think
people don’t appreciate: It’s a great
lunch spot, and it is not nearly as
overpriced as many expect. In fact,
it rivals pretty much every other
lunch spot in cost.
Additionally, Whole Foods has
an amazing diversity of options.
You can get gelato, smoothies,
pizza, grilled chicken, empanadas,
soup, salad and much more. They
have a variety of food buffets that
provide a bunch of different options to eat.
They also have a salad bar that
is four rows long, giving customers
a variety of options. And if you’re
smart about how you use the salad
bar, the price remains fairly low.
My tip for the salad bar is go

for the lighter foods. Basically,
don’t get yams, beets or strawberries because the weight adds up.
Instead, opt for lighter additions
like pine nuts or chickpeas.
I never spend more than $5
on bulk foods because I go for
lighter options.
If you want something a little
less healthy, go for the pizza. They
have a nice variety of pizzas, and
the prices are very reasonable.
They charge $3.50 for one slice, or
$6 for two.
And if you want something to
drink with your pizza, you can opt
for an endless variety of sodas or
teas. My personal favorite is the
vanilla-flavored dry soda, which is
only $1.29.

But if you want other options, they also have stevia sodas, tea and fruit-flavored chia
drinks. They even have a seating

area, complete with free utensils
and water, for when you and your
friends want to grab a quick bite to
eat.

Adderall? More like BADerall!
by JAKE GOLDSTEIN and MADDIE BOGERT

Around midterms and finals,
Honor Council members frequently say something of this nature:
“We know that this can be a really
stressful time of year, and we urge
you to really think about your actions and be careful not to violate
the Honor Code.”
What most people think
about when hearing this message, however, may not necessarily reflect a complete definition of
the Honor Code. The more typical
concept of academic dishonesty,
which often entails plagiarism or
looking at another person’s test
answers, should be expanded to
include the use of unprescribed
substances to boost one’s academic performance.
Take, for example, the AP
Physics final. The majority of the
students in our class period took
the entire two hours to finish the
exam. Focusing for two hours on
a difficult exam requires focus and
stamina. If you’re feeling tired by
the end, maybe you won’t check
over your entire exam, which
could cause you to potentially lose
a few points.
But say your friend took an

Aderall, a drug used to treat ADD and ADHD, is commonly used by students
in order to focus better.

amphetamine the night before
that he or she had bought illegally.
Your friend was able to stay awake
for longer than you could to study
and didn’t feel the need to take the
same amount of study breaks that
you took. If your friend also took
this amphetamine during the test,
he could focus better on the exam
and more carefully check over his
work. You wind up with a grade of
B; he winds up with an A.
Now, imagine that you’re up
late at night finishing a 10-page
paper that you and most of your
classmates have put off for a while.

You’ve spent all weekend--from
when you got home on Friday
to right now, Monday at 2 in the
morning--working on this essay,
and as you finally finish your last
paragraph, you can hardly keep
your eyes open any longer even
though your stomach hurts from
how much caffeine you’ve consumed. You--in an act unthinkable to most rationally thinking
students--half-ass your conclusion
and lazily gloss over what you’ve
written in a pathetic attempt at
proofreading. One of your classmates, however, who also procras-

tinated on this essay, decided to
take Adderall on Sunday morning
because he had gone out to a party
the night before instead of working as hard as you had.
Because the medication made
your friend more able to focus so
intensely on his work, he ended up
staying up later than you and was
able to write a more polished paper
with the greatest expansion point
in the history of mankind. After
your teacher returns the essays,
you learn that, again, you earn a B
while your friend unfairly receives
an A.
When students sign the Honor Pledge on their assessments,
they affirm that they “have neither
given nor received unauthorized
help on [their] assignment.” The
unprescribed use of Adderall (or
other types of amphetamines) as
an unneeded attention enhancer
represents unauthorized help on
academic work. Plenty of students,
ourselves absolutely included, use
caffeine to bolster their attention
and help them stay awake and focused.
The consumption of caffeine,
though, unlike that of drugs such

as Adderall, does not grant an unauthorized, unfair advantage to
students because any high schooler can easily buy a cup of coffee
from the nearest Starbucks. On
the other hand, students who do
not have ADD, ADHD or a similar
condition cannot legally obtain
these medications, so using them
is unauthorized.
Although the illegal use of
amphetamines is not as easy for
the school to prosecute as evidence of a student taking photos
of a test may be, its use must still
be considered a violation of the
Honor Code. Students using amphetamines to improve academic
performance should not have their
behavior implicitly condoned by
the Honor Council. Honest, lawabiding students should not have
to compete with chemically advantaged students who are essentially
supported by the administration.
The school cannot fix every problem related to chemical advantages
and disadvantages as they are related to academic performance,
but it can at least begin by sending
a message against the illegal use of
these substances.

